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Introduction
Micropsi Industries’ robot control system, MIRAI, enables users to automate complex motion tasks in
dynamic process environments by manually training robots. MIRAI is a machine learning-based
system that generates robot movements and (re-)acts in real-time based on sensory input (vision,
force/torque readings, other sensors).
Today, most automation solutions are programmed in a script language or ‘taught’ using a teach
pendant and its user interface. In addition to this approach, MIRAI is able to train robots to solve
complex hand-eye coordination tasks by ‘watching’ these being performed through a human
operator and ‘imitating’ the actions seen. Key advantages of MIRAI compared to more ‘classical’
automation approaches are: first, the ease of use in solving and automating complex motion tasks
without previous expert knowledge in automation, machine vision or programming. Second, MIRAI’s
underlying machine learning technology is inherently able to handle different sources of process
variances and dynamics within the task and its environment. With this, the MIRAI controller can solve
new classes of tasks and problems in automation and robotics that normally required complex and
expensive solutions or were impossible to automate before.
In order to ‘train’ the robot, the user manually scans the area between the intended starting
position(s) and the precise target position all the way back to the starting position(s). These scanned
demonstrations are called episodes. For more complex tasks, the user performs and records
repeated demonstrations of a task, by guiding the robot from varying starting positions to the target
position, in a very precise trajectory. The user manages the camera recording of the respective
episodes through our MIRAI Training App for Android tablets. These episodes are then transformed
into a vision-based robot motion program by our cloud- machine learning service, which results in a
‘MIRAI skill’. These trained skills ultimately allow the MIRAI controller to imitate the motions and
actions it was shown by steering robot movements, dealing with all the dynamics and variances the
user trained for in real time (closed loop).
Note: The updated versions of the quick start guide and the complete user guide can be found here:
http://micropsi.industries/user-guide/Quick-Start-Guide-UR.pdf and http://micropsi.industries/userguide/Complete-User-Guide-UR.pdf.
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1. Getting Started
1.1. MIRAI UX1 Components
The MIRAI UX1 kit includes key components that are required to set up the MIRAI robot control
subsystem for a Universal Robot arm. The following components are included in the kit:

Figure 1-b. Ximea xiQ USB3

Figure 1-a. MIRAI robot controller incl. power supply and L-mount

Figure 1-c. Fujinon lens

Figure 1-d. camera fixtures

Scope of delivery:
-

1x MIRAI UX1 robot controller (Figure 1a)

-

1x L-mount for MIRAI UX1

-

1x universal AC power supply, DC19V/120W

-

1x AC power cord for EU and US region

-

2x wireless antennas

-

1x Ximea xiQ USB3 camera (Figure 1b)

-

1x USB3 cable

-

1x Fujinon lens 1 (Figure 1c)

-

1x Fujinon lens 2

-

2x Camera fixtures for the robot arm (Figure 1d)

-

4x M-6 mounting screws (included with the camera)

-

4x CBSTSR6-16 screws to mount the fixtures

-

1x USB pendrive with MIRAI Training App, MIRAI URCaps plugin and the user documentation

Furthermore, the following system components are recommended for a minimum MIRAI
controlled robot setup:
-

Universal Robot arm and control system (UR3, UR5, UR10, UR5e, UR10e, UR16e): minimum
software versions required for UR e-Series: 5.3.0 (please do not use versions 5.5.x and
5.6.x), and for UR CB3 series: 3.9.0
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-

OnRobot HEX-E v2 or QC force/torque sensor (ideally the respective UR kit from OnRobot)
(See section 8.1 in the Appendix)

-

ATI FT sensors supported models (See section 8.2 in the Appendix)
o

All ATI sensors that support Network Force/Torque (NET F/T) system (tested with
ATI-9105-Net-Gamma)

o

ATI Axia80-M20 with adapters

-

Ethernet Gigabit switch (1GB per port, full duplex)

-

Android based 10” tablet running Android 6 or higher (see ‘Further Components for the
MIRAI Setup (Compatibility and Recommendations)’ in the Appendix for required minimum
specifications and a list of compatible devices that are tested and used in-house)

-

An external lighting solution for cameras is recommended to ensure constant lighting
conditions during recordings. We recommend Effilux ring light for your setup.

1.2. MIRAI Interface Description

(e)

(i)

(f)

(g)

(c)

(b)

(d)

a.

Power supply (DC19V/120W, included)

b.

Ethernet port to robot LAN

c.

Ethernet port to WAN/internet

d.

2x USB3 type A port – rear (cameras, 3D mouse, other sensors)

e.

1x USB3 type A port - front (cameras, 3D mouse, other sensors)

f.

2x Wi-Fi antenna connectors (antennas included)

g.

HDMI connector (deactivated)

h.

Optical interface (deactivated)

i.

RS232 serial port (DB9 male, deactivated)

(h)

(f)
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1.3. MIRAI Hardware Specifications
-

NVIDIA Embedded Pascal Q1 with 4GB GDDR5

-

Gen 7th Intel Core i5-7300U Dual-core processor

-

8GB DDR4L-2133

-

2.5” SATA-III SSD (240GB – 1TB, depending on the model)

-

Dual band Wi-Fi, IEEE 802.11ac/a/b/g/n Wi-Fi

-

Dimension: 210mm x 177mm x 45mm

-

DC +19V. Maximum Power Consumption: ~90W

-

Operating: 0 – +40 degrees C. Humidity 20% – 95% non-condensing

-

Certifications: CE, FCC, RoHS

1.4. MIRAI Controller Installation Guide
1.4.1. MIRAI Setup Scheme

Figure 2: Schematic view of a MIRAI controlled robot setup

The schematic view of a MIRAI controlled robot setup shows the various components that a MIRAI
based solution includes. It also indicates all the components and peripherals supported by the MIRAI
controller, and how these are connected through various available interfaces.
The MIRAI solution comprises of the following elements:
-

MIRAI robot controller creates sensor-based, real-time robot movements based on trained ‘skills’.
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-

‘MIRAI Training App’ is the primary user interface for the MIRAI controller to record training
episodes and manage MIRAI skills. It is a mobile app for Android based tablet devices.

-

The Micropsi cloud training service calculates MIRAI skills based on the recorded and uploaded
training episodes.

-

The MIRAI URCaps plugin enables the user to access the MIRAI skills and integrate these in UR
PolyScope robot program flows.

1.4.2. Mounting the Camera(s)

3
1

2
4

5

6

Figure 3: Mounting the camera

To mount the USB3 camera(s) with the camera fixtures and the force-torque sensor on the robot arm,
follow these steps:
-

Mount the camera lens (Figure 1-c) on the Ximea camera (Figure 1-b).

-

Fasten the camera on the camera fixture.

-

Mount the assembled camera fixture between the robot tool flange and the F/T sensor using the
adapter plate and the mounting screws. Make sure to mount the F/T sensor after the camera
fixture (as depicted) to avoid impacting the force readings.

-

Connect the USB3 cable with the camera and carefully lay and fix the cable along the robot arm,
leaving enough slack to buffer movements of the robot arm.

1.4.3. Connecting the MIRAI Controller
The MIRAI controller (Figure 2) is the edge compute and control unit for:
-

recording and storing training episodes the user performs;
5
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-

receiving and storing trained skills from the Micropsi Industries training cloud; and

-

generating and driving robot movements by executing trained skills in real time, based on vision
and other sensory input.

1.4.4. Mounting and Cabling of the MIRAI Controller:
-

Place the MIRAI controller in proximity to the UR robot arm or the UR robot control cabinet; since
it must be connected to the USB cameras and the robot controller. When placing the controller
ensure that there is enough intake of air (room temperature) through the ventilation slits. After
the setup is complete, we recommend physically fixing the controller to protect it from falling and
movement. The enclosed L-mount fixture allows mounting the controller to a surface.

-

Connect the MIRAI ethernet interface for robot control (b), the ethernet interface from the UR
control cabinet, and the ethernet interface of the ‘Compute Box’ of the OnRobot F/T sensor to a
Gbit ethernet switch using UTP cables, creating a local area network (LAN) for the robot control
environment.

-

Plug the remaining end of the USB cable that is connected to the camera into one of the free
USB3 ports of the MIRAI controller. Several USB3 type A ports can be found at the rear (d) or the
front (e) of the controller.

-

Connect the remaining free Ethernet WAN port (c) to a network with WAN/internet access. Since
the IP address of this port is expected to be set through a DHCP, ensure the connected network
provides a DHCP service.

-

Mount the enclosed Wi-Fi antennas to the antenna connectors (f).

-

Connect the MIRAI controller to power using the enclosed universal AC power supply (240V,
120W)

-

Once you turn on the MIRAI controller, wait for the second ‘beep’, which indicates that the system
is up and running. This can take between 2 and 4 minutes, depending on the setup.

-

A Connexion 3D space mouse can be connected to one of the remaining USB ports if available or
specifically required for a setup.

-

The HDMI ports are not supported; therefore, do not connect a video output device to these.

1.5. Installing and Connecting MIRAI Training App
The MIRAI Training App is the primary user interface for the MIRAI solution. It is a mobile application
for Android based tablets that enables users to:
-

create and define new MIRAI ‘skills’;

-

perform and record training episodes to train new or improve available skills;

-

initiate the cloud training for a skill based on recorded episodes;

-

test newly calculated skills to ensure they perform as expected or continue adding training
episodes to further improve the behavior of an available skill;

-

set, test and revise end state parameters that allow MIRAI to trigger a successful skill execution;
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-

view and track execution KPIs of skills while they operate in production mode (in development);

-

accelerate and tune skill execution speed to achieve optimal tact time without compromising on
precision;

-

and manage and delete trained skills.

1.5.1. Installing the latest MIRAI Training App to the tablet
-

Check our hardware specifications in the Appendix to ensure your Android tablet device fulfills
the minimum requirements.

-

Ensure that the MIRAI controller is set up (all wireless antennas connected) and powered on. It
might take up to two minutes for the system and the Wi-Fi network to be ready.

-

Power on your Android tablet and switch on its Wi-Fi network. Go to the Wi-Fi settings of the
tablet and choose the network SSID from the MIRAI controller, which should be named ‘MIRAI####’. #### is the ID number of the MIRAI controller, which is indicated on the product sticker on
the MIRAI controller. Enter the MIRAI password, also printed on the same product sticker.

-

Within the Android settings of your device, go into Settings > Security, and activate the option that
reads ‘Allow install of apps from unknown sources’ or has similar wording. Depending on your
Android version, this menu item might not be present, and instead the system will ask for
permission to install the apk file once trying to open it. In this case, grant the request.

-

Start the internet browser of the tablet and go to http://mirai:6543/mint/apk.

-

Click to confirm downloading MIRAI Training App installation the file ‘mint.apk’. After
downloading, tap on the file in the Android file browser to install the app. In case of a security
message requesting permission to install the apk, grant the request.

-

Start the MIRAI Training App. It should show the ‘skill training’ screen with an overview of the
trained skills available on the MIRAI controller. When you use it for the first time, this list will be
empty.

-

In case of an error message indicating that there is no connection to the MIRAI controller, go to
the settings menu and check if the IP settings of the MIRAI controller are correct:
Main menu button upper left corner → Network Configuration → MIRAI IP address field should
show the standard IP settings (http://192.168.101.1:6543). If that is not the case, press “Reset to
standard IP” and “Save new IP” accordingly. In case the respective IP subnet of the MIRAI
controller was altered from the standard one, enter here the new address instead.

1.5.2. Connecting hardware components in the same subnet
It is important to connect all the components (MIRAI controller, robot, and the F/T sensor(s)) in the
same subnet:
-

In the MIRAI Training App, (main menu button → Network Configuration), enter the IP
address of your robot. When the IP address of the robot has been entered, the first three
IP digit-fields are automatically updated for the MIRAI controller and the F/T sensor(s).
Assign the remaining field accordingly (Please see section 6.1 for more details on
network configuration).

-

Alternatively, you can configure your robot and the F/T sensor to match the IP settings of
the MIRAI controller. Configure the robot to use 192.168.100.100, and the OnRobot F/T
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sensor to use 192.168.100.15 (ATI sensor: 192.168.100.20). (Please see section 8.1 and
8.2 in the Appendix for details on configuring the OnRobot compute box and ATI sensors,
respectively.) The MIRAI controller has the preconfigured IP address 192.168.100.5.

1.6. Installing the MIRAI URCap Plugin
Ensure that the UR robot controller has the following versions of UR PolyScopeTM installed,
depending on the UR robot type in use: for CB3 series version 3.9.0 or later, for e-Series 5.3.0 or
5.7 or later (make sure not to use the versions in between, since they have a bug in the RTDE
interface).

1.6.1. For the UR CB3 series (UR3, UR5, UR10)
-

Insert the enclosed MIRAI USB stick in the USB slot of the UR teach pendant on the upper right
hand (see drawing).

-

Select ‘Setup Robot’ in the main menu screen, then the menu item ‘URCaps’.

-
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-

Tap the ‘+’ symbol on the bottom left and select the USBdisk. Here select in the ‘/MIRAI_URCaps’
folder the file ‘mira_URCap_v###.urcap’. Tap ‘Open’.

-

Once the URCap plugin is installed, the UR robot system must be restarted to initialize the MIRAI
URCap plugin. Tap ‘Restart’ (lower right).

-

Please refer to the UR documentation for the UR Teach Pendant for more information on URCaps
and the installation procedure.
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1.6.2. For the UR e-Series (UR3e, UR5e, UR10e, 16e)
-

Insert the enclosed MIRAI USB stick in the USB slot of the UR teach pendant on the upper right
side.

-

Select ‘Settings’ in the main menu (upper right corner).

-

On the menu on the left, open the tab ‘System’ and then select the menu item ‘URCaps’.
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Tap the ‘+’ symbol on the bottom left and select the USBdisk. Select in the ‘/MIRAI_URCap’ folder
the file ‘mira_URCap_v###.urcap’. Tap ‘Open’.

-

Once the URCap plugin is installed, it is required to restart the UR robot system to initialize the
MIRAI URCap plugin. Tap ‘Restart’ (lower right).

-

Please refer to the UR documentation for the UR Teach Pendant for more information on URCaps
and the installation procedure.
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1.6.3. MIRAI URCaps Plugin Settings
The MIRAI URCap requires an initial setup before it can be operated.
-

For the CB3 series, tap on ‘Program Robot’ in the main menu, then select the ‘Installation’ tab. In
case of the e-Series select the ‘Installation’ tab directly on the main menu (top bar)

-

Select ‘MIRAI Setup’.

The form field for the IP address is prefilled with the standard IP address of the MIRAI controller
when shipped (192.168.100.5) or contains the last entered known IP address. Ensure that this
address is correct and tap on ‘Connect’.
-

The connection can take a few seconds.

-

In case of an error message while connecting, check the following conditions and retry:

-

-

The MIRAI controller and the UR Robot Controller are connected to the same LAN as
described above.

-

The IP address entered is correct.

Also, make sure that the UR-Cap plugin for the OnRobot HEX-E force/torque sensor is not
installed. Unfortunately, there is currently an incompatibility between the OnRobot and the MIRAI
UR-Cap plugin. This issue should be solved with one of the next revisions of the MIRAI UR-Cap
plugin.
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2. Performing the First Training and Setup
Every new MIRAI skill begins with the physical setup of the task: deciding where this skill's working
area will be; mounting the cameras so they can observe this area; and adjusting the light conditions.

2.1. Planning the Training Setup
-

Decide where the skill's working area will be spatially. This consists of two aspects:
-

Consider how the positions of relevant objects are expected to vary. Where are the
extreme positions that the skill will need to deal with?

-

Conceptualize roughly how the robot should move once trained for a variety of different
plausible object positions.

-

Decide where the trained skill should take over from the main robot program ("start position” or
the “handover point"). In a common table-top task, this is typically a central position directly
above the work area.

-

Decide on a camera viewpoint:
-

MIRAI supports both wrist-mounted (dynamic) and floor-mounted (fixed) cameras, in
either a monocular or a two-eyed configuration. A monocular wrist camera is the correct
choice for most tasks (even many tasks involving positioning in 3D space).

-

The camera(s) should be positioned such that changing positions of the target object(s)
manifest as noticeable differences in the camera view – thus, the camera should be
roughly perpendicular to the plane in which the most precise positioning is required.

-

All the relevant objects should remain in view throughout the intended motion:

-

-

o

The target object(s) should remain visible for any of the object positions within
the expected extremes.

o

The end of the robot tool/manipulator should remain visible.

It is preferable to pick a viewpoint such that any visible background features stay
unchanged over the skill's production lifetime (e.g., a work surface as opposed to a view
of the production flow). Reliable skills can also be trained in the presence of varying
backgrounds but at the cost of increased demonstration effort.

Decide on a lighting scheme:
-

The more consistent the lighting conditions, the easier it is to train a reliable skill.

-

Consider how lighting conditions in the work area might change over the lifetime of the
skill in production use (time of day, seasonal effects, etc.).

-

Lighting consistency can be achieved with bright lights that 'drown out' any changes in
ambient light.

-

For a wrist camera setup, we recommend a strong ring light that travels with the
camera.

-

However, reliable skills can also be trained in the presence of varying lighting conditions,
at the cost of increased demonstration effort.
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2.2. Choosing your MIRAI Skill Type
Once you have identified which parts will be controlled by MIRAI, it is important to think about the type
of MIRAI skill your task or problem requires. MIRAI can learn to move along arbitrary paths, reacting in
real time to the changes in the visible scene.
MIRAI is differentiated by two classes of skills:
1.
2.

Positioning skills
Motion skills

Positioning skills
Positioning skills allow you to position the robot (tool center point) in real-time relative to a visible
target (object for picking, work piece for insertion, etc.). The robot takes the most direct (or optimal)
trajectory to the trained target position, that is a straight path.
Two assumptions need to hold to use the positioning skill types:
- One, the direct path between the starting point (the handover point where MIRAI takes control of
the skill) to the target position must be free of obstructions.
- Two, the target object(s) must not be moving for the duration of the MIRAI-controlled motion.
Typical use cases that can be solved using positioning skills are:
- Placing a gripper in a pre-grip pose over an object (with variances in color, size, shape, position)
- Positioning a work piece precisely for an insertion in the next step
- Placing a sensor tool relative to a work piece for quality inspection
Typically, a less intensive training effort is required for positioning skills compared to motion skills as
they show a high robustness with fewer recorded episodes. (See section 2.4 ‘Training Positioning
Skills’ for more details).

Motion skills
Motion skills allow the robot to perform more complex movements in real-time. This is useful for a
very wide range of applications, such as insertion, contour following, picking objects from a moving
conveyor, or tool positioning in crowded situations where a direct path from start pose to goal pose is
not feasible.
The use cases that can be solved using motion skills are:
- Variance kinds of insertion tasks, for example, cable plugging
- Path or contour following tasks
- Picking or placing objects from and to a moving conveyor
- Quality inspection tasks (positioning of sensors or cameras)
- Finishing tasks like polishing or gluing
- Tool positioning where there are obstacles and the direct path from the starting point to the goal
is not feasible.
Motion skills are more demanding in terms of training effort; demonstrating the precise motion in
many varied repetitions is essential to create a robust skill.
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2.3. Setting up the First Training

Figure 4: Skill setup flowchart

-

Jog robot to the chosen start position (using the robot's own teach pendant).

-

(Only for UR e-Series: Set to remote mode, to allow guiding the robot through MIRAI.)

-

Decide on and add lighting, as considered above, during planning.

-

Mount camera holder to the robot, camera to the holder, and mount force/torque sensor +
tool/gripper (see section 1.4.2 ‘Mounting the camera’).

-

In MIRAI Training App: Create the skill (see section 3.1 ‘Creating a New Skill’).

-

In MIRAI Training App: Inspect the camera image:
-

The app now displays a live view from the camera(s), to allow adjusting these.

-

Judge the field of view and ensure that the relevant objects remain in view throughout
the intended motion.
o

Loosely guide the robot to various points along the intended motion paths, while
watching the image preview.

o

The target object(s) should remain entirely in view throughout the motion path,
for every expected position of the target objects.

o

The end of the robot tool/manipulator should remain in view throughout the
motion.
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-

Iterate through different camera holders and lenses until the field of view fulfills the
above criteria.

-

On the camera, adjust the focus slightly beyond the end of the tool/manipulator (such
that the sharpest image occurs when the tool is about to touch the target object).

-

On the camera, adjust the aperture. The middle value is usually fine. (Expert footnote:
Closing the aperture will increase the depth of focus, which can be both good and bad: It
is good to keep the entire target object in focus from beginning to end of the motion, but
on the other hand it is good to keep irrelevant backgrounds blurry.)

-

In MIRAI Training App, adjust the exposure time and gain to minimize over/underexposure.
o

Guide the robot through some exemplary motions from start to target positions,
to judge the exposure along the whole intended motion path.

o

The live preview in MIRAI Training App marks overexposed areas in orange,
underexposed areas in deep purple [note: this feature will be in a future release].

-

Securely lock focus and aperture (using the small screws on the Ximea cameras).

-

Save the camera settings in MIRAI Training App.
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2.4. Recording Positioning Skills

Figure 5: First training session flowchart

After completing the physical setup, the skill is ready for data recording.
You will begin by placing the TCP (tool center point) at the exact target position at which the robot
should stop and perform the next task (e.g., insertion, picking, or testing). During the recording, you
will guide the robot in a spiral motion starting from the target position and going all the way back to
17
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the starting point or the handover point, i.e., the point where MIRAI will take control from the previous
robot program step. For a typical positioning skill, you require a minimum of 5 episodes, and this
usually takes about an hour. See section 4.1 ‘Training a Positioning Skill ‘for step-by-step instructions.
-

Enter the recording loop, calibrate the force/torque sensor, and proceed to the ‘Start recording’
screen.

-

Setting up variants of the task:
-

The trained skill will be more robust to variances in production if the full variety of
possible situations is demonstrated in this recording session. Therefore:

-

Consider the sources of variance in your application:
o

Will the skill deal with varying positions of certain objects, relative to the
camera? If so:
•
•

o

-

-

Note the range of possible object configurations (tool, background, work
part) that might occur in production. What are the extreme positions?
Change the object positions between recordings, so that the scanned
episodes cover the full range of possible object positions in between those
extremes, without 'gaps'. This can either be done systematically (e.g.,
moving objects row-by-row on an imagined grid in small increments) or in
random order (e.g., if object positions are determined by an upstream
process component).

Will the skill deal with varying appearances of certain objects, for example,
varying corrosion patterns, varying colors, varying lighting or shape
irregularities? If so, regularly change the setup in between recordings so that
the recordings cover a wide variety of object appearances, lighting conditions or
shapes.

Check the image preview:
-

Ensure the target object(s) are in view.

-

Ensure the end of the tool center point is in view.

-

Ideally, keep distracting objects out of the view, such as hands or task-unrelated objects.
(While it is possible to train reliable skills even in the presence of distractors, it comes at
the cost of increased demonstration effort.)

-

Guide the robot to the exact target position. Make sure there is no obstruction in the
direct path from the intended starting point to the target.

Record an episode:
-

Press ‘start recording’.

-

Move in an overlapping, spiral motion, spending most of the time near the target position.
Your goal is to visit all tool poses near the target that the robot may pass by during the
execution of the skill.

-

Continue your random motions at an increasing distance away from the target all the
way back to where the skill could take over from the previous program step.
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-

Occasionally, you can let go of the robot. It will then move towards the target pose on the
shortest path. This provides a preview of the final trajectory and direction the trained
skill will perform from a given starting pose.

-

Discard the episode if:
o

Your hand was in front of the camera feed.

o

The target object was accidentally moved during recording.

o

The lighting condition was suboptimal or changed suddenly during the recording
(for example, the ring light was turned off)

o

The gripper or the target object was not part of the camera feed.

Word of advice: Experience shows that the first few recordings are the hardest ones for users
new to the system, after which a routine sets in.

After recording the required number of training the episodes, leave the training loop through the home
button which opens the ‘skill overview’ home screen. For a first trial, use around 10 episodes. For more
complex tasks, you might need up to 50 recordings. Tap on the ‘Start cloud training’ button next to the
respective skill. Note that you will only see the cloud training button and be able to proceed once you have
recorded at least 5 successful episodes and 30 seconds worth of recorded data. (See section 4.3 ‘MIRAI
Cloud Training and Receiving a Newly Calculated Skill’.)
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2.5. Recording Motion Skills

Figure 6: First training session flowchart

After completing the physical setup, the skill is ready for data recording. This procedure will define
the skill's behavior, i.e., how the robot will move, and how it will react to objects visible on camera.
During this recording session, you demonstrate the desired motion to the robot in about 200 (varied)
repetitions of the given task. For a typical application, this usually takes about 2-5 hours, depending
on the complexity of the task, the skill of the trainer, and the breaks the user takes.
-

Enter the recording loop, calibrate the force/torque sensor, and proceed to the ‘Start recording’
screen. See section 4. ‘The Training Loop – Recording Episodes ‘.
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Setting up variants of the task:
-

The trained skill will be more robust to variances in production if the full variety of
possible situations is demonstrated in this recording session. Therefore:

-

Consider the sources of variance in your application:
o

Will the skill deal with varying positions of certain objects, relative to the
camera? If so:
•
•

o

-

Note the range of possible object configurations that might occur in
production. What are the extreme positions?
Change the object positions between recordings, so that the 200 recordings
cover the full range of possible object positions in between those extremes,
without 'gaps'. This can either be done systematically (e.g., moving objects
row-by-row on an imagined grid in small increments) or in random order
(e.g., if object positions are determined by an upstream process
component).

Will the skill deal with varying appearances of certain objects, for example,
varying corrosion patterns, varying colors, varying lighting or shape
irregularities? If so, regularly change the setup in between recordings so that
the 200 recordings cover a wide variety of object appearances, lighting
conditions or shapes.

Expert hint: Occasionally start from unlikely positions.
o

For about a third of the recordings, place the robot in a starting position slightly
besides the ideal path.

Example: In a task that involves touching a target object, an ideal motion path is
one that does not overshoot, i.e., the robot never travels beyond the target.
Nevertheless: Do start some recordings from positions slightly beyond the
target -- demonstrating how to find back to the target, just in case.

-

o

This results in a robust skill, one that has seen explicitly how to recover from
unexpected positions.

o

It is important to start these 'recovery recordings' with the robot already
positioned in a point besides the ideal path -- if instead, you start from the same
start position as in normal episodes, only deviating into the weeds somewhere
along the way, then the system would learn to perform this deviation during
normal operation, which would be undesirable.

o

In other words: During the setup phase, pretend that a small mistake has
already happened. Then, during recording, teach just how to correct it.

Check the image preview:
-

Ensure the target object(s) are in view.

-

Ensure the end of the manipulator/tool is in view.

-

Ideally, keep distracting objects out of the view, such as hands or task-unrelated objects.
(While it is possible to train reliable skills even in the presence of distractors, it comes at
the cost of increased demonstration effort.)
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Record an episode:
-

Press ‘start recording’.

-

Immediately, guide the robot to perform the desired motion (also see section 8.5.1
‘Motion Skill: Guidelines for setting up and recording episodes’).

-

Move in a smooth, confident line from start to finish without pauses or detours.

-

Immediately press ‘stop recording’ after reaching the end of the desired motion.

-

Decide whether the episode was good enough:
The system will try to imitate all recorded motions faithfully - so smooth recordings yield
smoothly running production skills. Therefore:
o

Discard the recording if the task could not be completed.

o

Discard the recording if there were any pauses in the motion, or if the motion
contained unplanned detours/deviations from the direct path.

-

Guide the robot back to the start position.

-

The process repeats itself with the calibration screen. The increasing episode counter shows the
number of good recordings collected so far (those selected for training).

-

Word of advice: Experience shows that the first ten or twenty recordings are the hardest ones for
users new to the system, after which a routine sets in.

-

After recording the required number of training the episodes, leave the training loop through the
home button which opens the ‘skill training’ home screen. Tap on the ‘Start cloud training’ button
next to the respective skill. Note that you will only see the cloud training button and be able to
proceed once you have recorded at least 5 successful episodes and 30 seconds worth of
recorded data. (See section 4.3 ‘MIRAI Cloud Training and Receiving a Newly Calculated Skill’)
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2.5.1. Motion Skill: Steps to Improve a MIRAI Skill Through Additional Training

Figure 7: Additional training session flowchart

It is common that a test run (see section 5.1 ’Testing Newly Trained or Updated Skills’) after the first
training round uncovers weaknesses in the new skill. For example, motions might be imprecise in
certain task configurations, or may overly depend on a particular lighting situation or object
appearance. In all cases, the reason is that the situations in which the skill is still weak are not
yet sufficiently represented in the recorded demonstrations. Therefore, the remedy is to record
additional demonstrations focused on the situations in which the skill needs help.
-

Enter the recording loop.

-

Ensure the robot arm is at the start position configured in skill setup by confirming the ‘send
robot to reference position’ dialog.

-

Remove hands from robot & ensure it is not pushing against any obstacles, then calibrate the F/T
sensor using the on-screen button.

-

Set up a variant of the task, e.g., repositioning or switching out various objects.
-

If the skill test revealed weaknesses for one particular kind of situation (such as one
region of the work area, a particular lighting situation or object appearance), then most
of the new recordings should show this kind of situation.
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If the test revealed overshooting behavior (i.e., the robot travels towards the target, but
instead of reaching it continues to travel beyond it), start about half of the additional
recordings from various positions slightly beyond and besides the target - demonstrating
how to find back to the desired position.
o

It is important to start these 'recovery recordings' with the robot already
positioned at a point slightly off the target, as opposed to the normal starting
position. In other words: During the setup, pretend that a small mistake has
already happened. Then, during recording, demonstrate only how to correct it.

-

Check the image preview to ensure visibility, exactly as during the first training round.

-

Record a demonstration, as during the first training round.

-

Guide the robot back to the start position.

-

The process repeats itself with the calibration screen.

-

Typically, substantial improvements are achieved with 50-200 additional recordings of this kind.

-

Once the recording of episodes is finalized, start another cloud training by pressing the ‘Start
Cloud Training’ button in the respective skill section in the main ‘skill training’ screen. The status
will change to ‘Cloud training in progress’ till the new skill update is delivered.
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3. Using the MIRAI Training Application
3.1. Creating a New Skill
-

To begin the training, tap on the menu button in the upper left corner and select ‘Training’. Ensure
that the MIRAI controller is connected to the internet LAN.

-

Tap on ‘Add new skill’ to open the ‘Skill Selection’ form. Set a ‘Skill Name’ in the first field.
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MIRAI offers two types of skill. Depending on the use case you want to solve, select the skill type.
-

Positioning skills:
Use positioning skills for accurate real-time positioning of a tool where the path is a
straight, direct motion from the starting point to the final target position.
Examples of use cases where you would use positioning skills are:
o Placing a gripper in a pre-grip pose over an object for picking
o Positioning for insertion tasks (direct path, no obstacles)
o Placing a sensor tool for quality inspection

-

Motion skills: Use for complex non-linear motion tasks, or where the direct path is not
possible, e.g., moving around an obstacle, path following.
Examples of use cases where you would use motion skills are:
o Variance kinds of insertion tasks, for example, cable plugging
o Path or contour following tasks
o Picking or placing objects from and to a moving conveyor
o Quality inspection tasks (positioning of sensors or cameras)
o Finishing tasks like polishing or gluing
o Tool positioning where there are obstacles and the direct path from the starting
point to the goal is not feasible

Choose the required skill type by tapping on the radio button:
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-

Choose the number of cameras for your skill. For a dual camera setup, make sure that both
cameras are connected to the USB port of the MIRAI controller. In case you change a camera and
connect a new one, please make sure to restart the MIRAI controller so that the change in devices
is correctly detected by MIRAI.

-

Tap ‘Next’ to go to the second step – Skill Configuration.

-

Choose the robot for this skill from the ‘Robot’ drop-down menu.
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-

Once you have selected the type of robot, proceed to the ‘Device Configuration’ section. In
case the devices are not auto selected, assign devices for the camera(s) and F/T sensor.
Choose from the drop-down options for ‘color_vision_1’ (cameras) and ‘force_torque_1’ and
select the required devices. Ensure that all the devices are installed, correctly connected,
and powered on before this step or they might not appear in the respective selection. In this
case, go back and retry. In case you change a camera and connect a new one, please make
sure to restart the MIRAI controller so the change in devices is correctly detected by MIRAI.

-

Please specify how the camera(s) is (are) mounted. Select the ‘static-mounted’ option only if
your camera is not mounted on the robot wrist but is placed independently on the working
space. (This is only applicable for motion skills.)

Note: Please note that selecting the static-mounted option will have significant implications on
how rotations behave and should only be done if required. This selection would imply that the
rotations and actions defined in the next section would be with reference to the fixed base frame
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(coordinate system) of the robot and not with reference to the relative action frame of the TCP,
which is the standard case for wrist mounted setups.
-

You can train robot movements on all the three translational axes i.e., movement along the x, y
or z-axis. De-selecting one or more axes will prevent the robot to move along that axis. Please
do this only when the range of the robot’s movement needs to be restricted. It is not possible to
disable all the 3 axes because this would cause the robot to remain stationary. (This feature is
disabled for positioning skills.)

-

You can also train robot movements using rotations (Note: For motion skills only one rotational
axis can be enabled; for positioning skills you can enable all three axes). This will allow you to
move and rotate the robot arm with reference to the action frame that was specified in the step
before (i.e., the dynamic TCP action frame or the static robot base frame). It is highly
recommended to enable all axes when it is really required, to limit the degrees of freedom and
ensure the trained trajectory is stable.
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When rotations are enabled, you are also required to specify the respective tool in use. From
the Tool dropdown, select an existing tool, or tap ‘Go to tool configuration’ to set up a new
tool. (See section 3.2 ‘Tool Configuration’ for more details.)

-

Certain tasks require to displace the center of rotations to the TCP or some other reference
point. This could be because the tool (see image below) is offset on all 3 axes or attached at
a different angle, meaning that it is not parallel to the z-axis of tool flange.
To enable this feature, select the check box ‘TCP displacement from center of tool flange’.
Enter the x, y and z displacement values. Select ‘degrees’ or ‘radians’ and then enter the RX,
RY and RZ angular values to specify the displacement of the rotation center point in
reference to the center of the tool flange. You can also use the “TCP wizard” in the UR teach
pendant to get these values and use then here.
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-

Press ‘Next’ to finalize these settings and move to the third step of the skill creation process.

-

When adjusting the gain and exposure value in this screen, make sure to also adjust the
focus and aperture physically on the camera itself. Aperture ranges from 1.4 to 16; a value
of 8 is recommended. Adjust the focus of the lens so that in the camera feed the tip of the
end effector is in focus. Note that these settings are global and should not be changed for all
the skills that you will create.
WARNING: Make sure to not change these manual settings, as this will break all the skills
that were trained using these settings!

-

Once the settings on the camera lens are done, adjust the camera exposure time and gain in
the training app to minimize over/under exposure. Guide the robot through the trajectories
that the robot will likely take to check and adjust the camera settings to values that offer a
good lighting range and sufficient contrast. Tap ‘Next’.

-

Tap ‘Next’ to go to the last step.

-

In this section, you can set a safe and meaningful reference position for the tool center point
by guiding the robot to the desired position and tapping ‘Save Position’. This is the position
the robot can be moved back to when starting to record new episodes or test skills. Then tap
on ‘Save Reference Position’.
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Note: For skills that work in relative positions rather than in absolute ones, a reference position is
not really needed but good to have for safety reasons.
Skill configuration is now complete. Proceed to the next steps by tapping ‘Next’ to start recording
your training episodes (Please see Chapter 4: The Training Loop – Recording Episodes.)
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3.2. Tool Configuration
This section enables you to configure the different tools you want to use in your setup, particularly
for skills with rotations. You can either enter the physical tool characteristics manually or use our
measurement wizard to estimate the center of gravity (CoG), by performing force-torque
measurements for different poses of the mounted tool. From the main menu on the top left corner,
select ‘Tool Configuration’. You can also enter this section via Create Skill routine (see section 3.1).

-

The table in the screen below displays all the available tools. In case you have not configured any
tool yet, this table would be empty. Click on the ‘Set up new tool +’ button to add a new tool or
select ‘Edit’ to change the values of an existing tool.
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-

Enter a name for the tool and then select the type of robot and sensor currently used.

-

You can either manually configure the tool settings or use the 6-step measurement process.
Enter the value for mass, x, y, and z coordinates for the center of gravity of the respective tool, if
you would like to manually define these. Tap on the ‘Save and proceed’ button if you enter the
values manually. Otherwise, proceed to the measurement process.

-

For using the measurement wizard, tap on ‘Start measurement process’.
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-

The first screen describes the process for measuring the CoG. You would be asked to move the
robot to 6 different poses (as indicated in the illustrations). Make sure you use the robot’s
freedrive to move the robot by holding the robot arm above the force torque sensor (not after the
force torque sensor). Make sure not to move the robot arm by grabbing the tool. Read the
instructions carefully, and then tap on the ‘Proceed’ button.

-

Prepare the robot before beginning with the measurements in each pose. Please make sure the
that the robot is positioned with the last joint pointing straight downwards as shown in the
illustration. Once the robot is in the correct position tap on ‘Robot is ready’.
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-

Start with the first pose. Take the first measurement in the starting position with the tool pointing
straight downwards (as shown in the illustration on your tablet). Wait for 5-10 seconds so the
F/T sensor is in a static state. Tap on the ‘Measure’ button once the robot is correctly placed.

-

Once the measurement is done by the system, a text in green indicating ‘Measurement
successful’ appears. This takes a few seconds. Tap on ‘Next pose’.
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-

Minding the cables, bring the tool in a straight horizontal position facing to the right or left for
pose #2. Make sure to hold the robot by the robot arm, and use the robot’s internal freedrive to
move the robot. Wait for 5-10 seconds and tap the ‘Measure’ button after the robot is correctly
positioned. Once the measurement is done, tap on ‘Next pose’.

-

In a similar manner, proceed with the next 4 poses. Refer to the instructions and illustrations on
each screen.
Make sure to move the robot from the robot’s arm, using the internal freedrive.
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After you have measured all the 6 poses, click on ‘Finish’. You will see the CoG estimates for your
newly created tool in main screen.
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icon. Please note that you can only delete tools not used in a skill.
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4. The Training Loop – Recording Episodes
4.1. Training a Positioning Skill
-

With the newly created skill in the home screen, tap on the ‘Add episode’ button on the right-hand
side of the new skill to enter the training loop.

-

In the first step, please ensure that the robot is in the correct starting position, either by sending
the robot automatically to the predefined reference position (‘Send to reference position’) or
manually guiding it to a user defined starting point (‘Manual positioning’).
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-

Remove hands from robot to calibrate the F/T sensor and tap on ‘Calibrate F/T sensor’ to
proceed.

-

Before beginning the recording, read the instructions carefully.
- Make sure that there is no obstruction for the direct path from the starting position
(handover point) to the target position.
- Make sure to remove other objects that are in the view and could disturb the
training of a skill (e.g. the tablet).
- Guide the tool to its target position, before recording an episode.

-

You can adjust the guiding sensitivity by clicking on the
details.

icon. Please see section 4.4 for more
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-

Tap on
to add a text label. You can tag the episodes or series of episodes with meaningful
names that best describe the condition, environment or the object. This will help you plan and
keep track of your recording steps. Please see section 4.5 for more details

-

To start the first episode, guide the robot TCP to its target position and tap on the ‘Start
Recording’ button. The episode counter (on the top right-hand side in brackets) shows the number
of good recordings collected so far for training.

-

Move the robot in a spiral motion away from the target and scan all the relevant points in the
space surrounding it that the robot might encounter during the skill execution (see the image on
the right).

For skills with no rotations enabled:
-

-

The goal is to visit all kinds of poses relative to the object that the robot might
encounter during the execution of the skill. Imagine that you are "scanning" the
object from various perspectives.
Recommended strategy: Begin with a gentle motion outward from the target pose,
span all the possible relevant positions in space the robot may encounter during the
real skill execution. Spend most of the recording time in a close neighborhood to the
target.

For skills with rotations enabled:
-

-

-

The goal here is to not only visit all the possible relevant points in space but also
include all possible orientations of the tool at each point. Therefore, one should
combine rotating the tool while spanning the whole relevant space.
Recommended strategy: Begin a gentle motion outward from the target pose, scan
all the possible relevant positions in space the robot may encounter during the real
skill execution while constantly rotating the tool. Make sure to show MIRAI the
target from all points of view from different angles. Spend most of the recording
time in a close neighborhood to the target.

During recording, if you let go of the robot, it will move back to the target position (and in the
target pose) via the shortest direct path. This makes it easier to keep the recordings focused
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on the target position. It also provides a preview of the final motion the trained skill will
perform starting from a given pose.
-

Please keep in mind that the target has to remain visible for the camera during the whole
training episode.

-

Tap on ‘Stop Recording’ once the task is done. The counter gives you an indication of the total
time recorded. The recordings are usually shorter; the maximum limit for recording is 3 mins.

-

If the episode was recorded smoothly, select ‘Use for training’. This will save this episode. In case
the demonstration was not optimal, select ‘Discard’.

-

Calculate the F/T sensor. This measurement is required after every episode to avoid drifting
during guiding.
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Choose a different starting position and tap on ‘Start recording’ to proceed with the next episode.
The number of successfully recorded episodes is indicated on the top-right corner.

-

Record a minimum of 5-10 episodes. Ensure that all relevant variances are captured in order to
derive a meaningful and functional skill. Capture relevant variances in different episodes to
expose the skill to the spectrum of changes and variances that are expected to be seen in the
setup during execution.

-

After recording the desired number of training the episodes, leave the training loop through the
home button (top left corner) which opens the ‘Skills in Training’ home screen. (See section 4.3.)
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-

Also, you can use the ‘Calibration’ icon in the bottom bar to calibrate the F/T sensor.

-

Similarly, you can tap on the ‘Reference Position’ icon on the bottom bar to send the robot arm to
its reference position.
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4.2. Training a Motion Skill
-

With the newly created skill in the home screen, tap on the ‘Add episode’ button on the right-hand
side of the new skill to enter the training loop.

-

Before beginning to record a new episode, please ensure that the robot is in a correct starting
position, either by sending the robot automatically to the predefined reference position (‘Send to
reference position’) or manually guiding it to a user defined starting point (‘Manual positioning’).
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-

Remove hands from robot to calibrate the F/T sensor and tap on ‘Calibrate F/T sensor’ to
proceed.

-

Before recording, guide the robot through the intended trajectory, keeping in mind the following
points:
- Pay attention to keep your hands out of the camera view. Also make sure to remove
other objects that are in the view and could disturb the training of a skill (e.g., the
tablet).
- Make sure that during the entire path, the camera can ‘see’ the workpiece and the
tool.

-

You can adjust the guiding sensitivity by clicking on the
details.

icon. Please see section 4.4 for more
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-

Tap on
to add a text label. You can tag the episodes or series of episodes with meaningful
names that best describe the condition, environment or the object. This will help you plan and
keep track of your recording steps. Please see section 4.5 for more details.

-

Guide the robot to the target. Tap on ‘Stop Recording’ once the task is done. Make sure that the
movements are smooth, direct and straight. The counter gives you an indication of the total time
recorded. The recordings are usually shorter; the maximum limit for recording is 3 mins.

-

If the episode was recorded smoothly, select ‘Use for training’. This will save this episode. In case
the demonstration was not optimal, select ‘Discard’.
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-

Calibrate the F/T sensor. This measure is required after every episode to avoid drifting during
guiding.

-

Choose a different starting position and tap on ‘Start recording’ to proceed with the next episode.
The number of successfully recorded episodes is indicated on the top-right corner.

-

Ensure that all variances are captured in order to derive a meaningful and functional skill.
Capture relevant variances in around 150-200 episodes to expose the skill to the spectrum of
changes and variances that are expected to be seen in the setup during execution.

-

After recording the desired number of training the episodes, leave the training loop through the
home button (top left corner) which opens the ‘Skills in Training’ home screen. (See section 4.3.)
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4.3. MIRAI Cloud Training and Receiving a Newly Calculated Skill
-

In the ‘Skills in Training’ overview screen, tap on the ‘Start Cloud Training’ button to trigger the
calculation of a new skill iteration. Note that you will only see the cloud training button and be
able to proceed once you have recorded at least 5 successful episodes with at least 30 seconds
worth of recorded data. The number of recorded episodes (for that iteration) are indicated below
the skill name. The total number of recorded skills can be seen in the ‘About skill’ information
(see section 5.4 ‘Features for Skill Management).

-

Once cloud training has started, you will see ‘Cloud training in progress’ and the estimated time
remaining written next to the skill. This process will take approximately 90 minutes. For dual
camera skills it is double the time.
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-

Once the skill is available, you will see the text in green indicating that an updated skill is
available for testing.

-

The displayed status info of each skill is updated every 15 minutes. By pulling the screen
downward and releasing it again, you can refresh this information anytime.

-

You may encounter the following exceptions and will see an error message indicating the reason
why cloud training has not been successful. These could be:
-

‘Error due to no data connection’ – please ensure that the internet connection to
the MIRAI controller is working and stable.
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-

‘Training data still being uploaded, cloud training will start once data upload is
finished’ – the upload of the training data has not finished, yet. Please try again
after a short period. In case this error persists, please check the internet
connection of the MIRAI controller.
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4.4. Guiding Sensitivity
-

You can also change the guiding sensitivity according to your preferences. Click on the
icon in
the bottom bar. Start recording screen (before recording) to adjust the guiding sensitivity for
rotational and translational movements. For skills with rotations, you might want to make it less
sensitive (or ‘stiff’) in order to get a smooth and controlled trajectory. Tap on ‘Apply Settings’, and
then move the robot arm to check if the settings are fine.

4.5. Help Center
-

Tap on the ‘Help Center’ icon in the bottom bar to get tips on training motion skills, to know
about typical variance and avoiding common mistakes. To get tips on how to record good
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data for your training, click on the ‘Motion Skills – How to train’ option from the Help Center
pop-up in the bottom bar.
To get an overview of the typical variances you should show MIRAI, click on the Typical
Variances option from the Help Center pop-up in the bottom bar.

To know more about avoiding common mistakes in order to train a robust skill, click on the
Common Mistakes option from the Help Center pop-up in the bottom bar.
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4.6. Adding Tags or Text Labels for Episodes
You can add “tags” or labels for each episode you record. Please note that this is not a mandatory
requirement for training a skill, but it is recommended to add tags or labels to better organize and
structure episodes. For example, tags can help keep track of the following instances:
-

Variance in lighting conditions. E.g., “sunlight”, “spotlight”, “cloudy”
Variance in the color, shape or appearance of the target object. E.g., “red”, “rectangle”
Variance in different starting positions or angles, E.g., “left”, “up”, “top-right”
Changing background or moving objects in the background
Adding tags under the name of the person who recorded episodes
“trial” or “practice” episodes
Tagging “recovery episodes”, where the robot is already positioned in a point besides the
ideal path. In other words, show the robot how to correct a mistake.
Indicating who did the respective recordings in case several people are working on a skill

Depending on your task, you would most likely use the same set of tags for multiple episodes. Please
note that the maximum limit on the number of tags is ‘ten’; each episode can have up to ten tags. The
total tags associated with a skill however can be more than ten.
The following steps give you step-by-step instructions:
-

Before you start recording a new skill, tap on the ’+ Tags’ button.
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-

On the pop-up screen (see below), select the tags from the existing list or add a new tag.

-

The selected tags are shown at the top of the screen. Tap ‘Done’ once you have added all the
tags. You can also modify these tags later.
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-

Proceed with recording the episodes. You can also modify the tags before selecting ‘Use for
training’ or ‘Discard’, by tapping on the ‘+ Tags’ icon.

-

Proceed with recording the subsequent episodes. Note that the tags that you selected from
the previous episode are automatically carried over to the subsequent episodes. You can add
or remove tags immediately before or after the next episode is recorded.
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-

Once you have recorded all the episodes, on the skill overview screen, you can review or
modify tags. Tap on the ellipsis menu in the skill overview screen and then select ‘Episode
overview’.

-

Tap on the “edit” icon to add or remove tags for the respective episode.
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-

To manage tags, on the main screen, go to the top left menu and select ‘Tag Management’.

-

Tap on the “edit icon” to rename a tag. Please note that this would mean updating the tag
name across multiple episodes, possibly across different skills.
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Tap on the “delete icon” to delete a tag. Please note that you can delete a tag once it is not
associated with an episode.
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4.7. Reviewing and Rerating Episodes
You can review the recorded episodes by replaying them. This allows you to regrade episodes, based
on the potential issues during recording, for example, if the hand was in the camera view, or the
lighting was sub-optimal.
Once you have recorded all the episodes, on the skill overview screen, you can view the recorded
episodes. Tap on the ellipsis menu and then select ‘Episode overview’.

-

Tap on the “play” icon to play the selected episode.
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-

In case there is some inconsistency in the recorded data. You can “discard” an episode by
tapping the green toggle. Alternatively, reselect an episode for skill training by tapping on
the red toggle.

-

You can search and focus on a relevant set of episodes by using the ‘Filter’ function. Filter
the episodes according to the status, (active or discarded), or filter them according to the
existing tags.
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-

Select the relevant tags to filter the episodes. Tap on Apply settings.

-

To modify the tags, click on the edit icon.
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4.8. State of Uploads
-

The data is intermittently transmitted from the controller to the cloud in the background in
case a WAN connection is available. This is indicated by the status “Training data upload in
progress”. While the data is being transmitted, WAN/Internet should not be disconnected
from the controller, and the tablet should be connected to the MIRAI-xx Wi-fi network of the
MIRAI controller.

-

The other possible states are:
Status unknown: connection issue: Check your internet and Wi-fi settings.
No uploads in progress: It is safe to disconnect WAN/internet from the controller
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5. Testing Skills and Setting Endstate Parameters
5.1. Testing Newly Trained or Updated Skills
-

Select the ‘Test & configure skill’ button to execute, test and configure a newly received skill. If
this button is not visible, make sure that the respective skill did already receive the first skill
update.

-

Before you start testing a skill, position the robot to a suitable starting point by either sending it to
the reference position (which was saved during skill creation) or manually guiding the robot arm.
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-

Similar to the training loop, remove your hands from the robot arm, and ensure it is not pushing
against any obstacles. Tap on ‘Calibrate F/T sensor’ to prepare the test session.

-

From the drop-down on top-right corner, select the latest or previous skill iteration for testing.
You can use this option to compare the results of current and previous iteration.

-

Guide the robot arm to a starting position that allows testing the new or newly updated skill.
Ideally, this position represents a scenario similar to the original starting positions used during
training or starting positions that are expected to be seen in the real world. Set up a variant of the
task, e.g., repositioning or changing some objects exactly as during the training.
Check the image preview to ensure visibility, exactly as during training.
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-

The Execution Settings (the various options to define end state conditions) will be covered in
section 5.2.

-

Tap the ‘Start Skill Execution’ button. A safety warning will appear once to inform that the robot
will now be moving, controlled by the MIRAI system. Confirming the warning will start the skill
execution – the robot starts moving. During the whole testing procedure (before and during skill
execution), the guiding feature is always enabled, allowing the user to manually intervene if
needed.

-

Watch the execution of the skill. Press the ‘Stop Skill Execution’ button to temporarily halt the
skill execution. After the execution is stopped, the ‘Start Skill Execution’ button will appear again,
so the skill can be restarted at any time.
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-

When the skill reaches one of the end state conditions, it will automatically stop. The skill can be
restarted at any time.

-

The end state that triggered the skill execution to stop will be displayed at the bottom of the
screen with the respective value when available. This information will remain visible until the
next test session is started or the “x” to close is tapped. To set end states please refer to the next
chapter 5.2 Setting End State Parameters.
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-

Tap on ‘Calibrate F/T sensor’ to prepare the next test session, and so on.

-

If the skill behaves as intended in a variety of conditions, it is ready to be tested in production.

-

If the testing phase shows weaknesses, this can be remedied through additional training,
focusing on the situations that need improvement.
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5.2. Setting End State Parameters
End state triggers allow you to detect and end the execution of a skill when it reaches a target end
condition. In many cases, an end state can be detected by monitoring the thresholds of the TCP speed
or the force readings at the end effector. MIRAI uses the following triggers for end state detection:
-

Smart detection whether the end of a skill execution is imminent by comparing the current
camera feed to the scenes during recording when actions were stopped (visual end states)

-

The movement at the tool center point exceeds (above or below) a certain speed threshold, which
indicates that the successful end state is reached, e.g., the speed of the TCP slows down to close
to zero when a target position is reached.

-

The force measured at the tool center point (end effector) exceeds (above or below) a threshold
value, which indicates that the end state is reached, e.g., when touching a surface.

-

The end effector crosses a defined plane (position-based end state)

All end state options can be used in parallel. In case these parameters are used simultaneously, the
condition that is met first will trigger the desired end state. Use the custom end state configuration
(i.e., speed and force) if the automatic visual end state does not suffice.
To put in place a robust and reliable end state recognition for different tasks and use cases, the
parameters of force or TCP speed values need to be set, tried and adjusted based on the task at hand.
Following is an overview of how this can be done:
-

Think through the task and decide which conditions indicate best when the final state of a
successful skill execution is reached.
The speed-based end state trigger is best used for tasks that end by:
-

slowing down or stopping when reaching a target position in space

-

stopping after a successful insertion

-

slowing down when reaching the end path (e.g., gluing, painting, etc.)

A force-based end state trigger can be used for tasks that end by:
-

touching a surface (e.g., end points for surface measurements or insertion)

-

stopping a surface interaction (e.g., by reaching the end of a working area)

-

dropping a part (e.g., after picking)

A position-based end state trigger can be used for tasks that end when:
-

the end effector passes a defined plane. This plane can be defined perpendicular to the x, y or
z-axis in the TCP frame.
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-

Enter the skill test screen as described above in section 5.1. Tap on the ‘Execution Settings’
button.

-

The Settings screen shows two options. These options are not mutually exclusive.
Select ‘Endstate configuration’.

-

Enable ‘Visual endstate recognition’ if you want MIRAI to decide when to stop a skill during
execution by analyzing the current camera feed to when actions were stopped during training.
This option will deliver good results for most cases and should be tried first. Use the slider to
modify the end state threshold. A low numeric threshold value means that the skill could stop
significantly before the final end state (the image matching is not very precise). A high threshold
value implies that the skill is closer to the end state, and the images from the live camera feed
match those recorded during training almost precisely.
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-

The next checkbox enables the force-based end state. The value of the force threshold can be
adjusted between 0 to 100 (Newton). The default value is set to 3 Newtons. You can define
whether the skill should stop ‘above’ or ‘below’ this value as measured at the F/T sensor.

-

The next checkbox will enable the settings for the speed-based end state threshold: the speedbased threshold value can be adjusted from 0.1 to 100 (cm/sec), and similarly to above can be set
to trigger when exceeding (above) or falling below the threshold.

-

The ‘Timeout’ defines the maximum timespan in seconds a skill will be executed. This is meant to
be a local timeout for a skill in case it does not reach a defined endstate. After the timeout period
the skill will be automatically stopped by the system.
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-

The ‘Delay’ field defines the delay in seconds after start of skill execution when the end state
settings will be activated. This is done to prevent a wrong early end state detection that can
happen while the robot arm is set in motion and is accelerating. The value is preset to ‘1’ second
which should suffice for most cases.

-

Make sure to confirm settings by tapping ‘Apply Settings’; otherwise, the changes will be lost.

-

You can also define an end-state based on a defined plane: the robot will stop as soon as the end
effector crosses that plane. Note: This feature is currently released as a ‘beta’ version.

-

To set a position-based end state, move the robot arm to a position where the threshold should
be defined.
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-

Tap on the ‘Set position’ button in the app to set this position. The x, y and z value for this position
will automatically update.

-

Select an axis (X, Y, or Z). The threshold would be perpendicular to the selected axis.

-

Tap on ‘Apply Settings’ to set a position-based end state.
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5.3. Adjusting or ‘Tuning’ the Speed of the Skill
Adjust the execution speed (up to the maximum speed supported) in order to improve the overall tact
time. This section allows to set the standard speed for your skill. The advanced settings allow to
further fine-tune the speed profile.
-

On the screen shown below, tap on the ‘Execution Settings’ button.

-

Select ‘Execution speed’.
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-

The graph illustrates the acceleration speed. The default value is x1 (i.e., 1 times) of the speed at
which the skill was recorded. Move the slider towards left or right to change the execution speed.

-

Select the ‘Advanced speed profiles’ checkbox to proceed to the advanced settings. Note: The
Advanced speed profiles feature is currently disabled for positioning skills.

The updated graph now illustrates the speed settings for the advanced speed profiling. You can
now adjust the ‘accelerated execution speed’ to a maximum of x5.
Note: moving to the orange/red zone means that your skill will be executed at a high speed. Use
this cautiously, first experimenting with safer speed execution values.

-

Move the slider to adjust the ‘decelerated execution speed’.
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-

Set a value for the timespan of deceleration. (Refer to the explanatory sketch shown at the top of
the screen) Note that this value is in milliseconds.

-

Set a value for the timespan during decelerated speed before endstate, in milliseconds.

-

Review your settings, and then tap on the ‘Apply Settings’ button.
You can now proceed with (or resume) skill testing.

5.4. Force Response
Force response helps define a force threshold that can be applied during skill execution. Only when
force is applied above this value, the response to the force is activated.
-

Tap on the ‘Execution Settings’ in the bottom bar and then choose ‘Force Response’.

-

Enter the value of the force threshold (in Newton) that can be applied during execution, in the
respective text box. The value of the force threshold should be in the range of 10 N to 200 N.
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Note: During skill execution, the F/T sensor is active to react to situation where collision
might be likely. Certain applications require the application of force. With this setting, you can
define a force threshold that can be applied during execution, and only above this value the
force response will be activated and influence the robot motion.
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5.5. Features for Skill Management
-

Tap the ellipsis menu on the right side of the respective skill line as shown below.

5.5.1. Episode Overview
This feature allows to review and rerate recordings for a skill, and also add or remove tags for an
episode.
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-
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-

To modify the tags, tap on the ‘Edit’ icon.

-

You can search and focus on relevant set of episodes by using the ‘Filter’ function. Filter the
episodes according to the status, that is used or discarded episodes, or filter them according
to the existing tags.
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5.5.2. Reverting Skills to Previous State
-

‘Revert skill iteration’ allows you to revert back to the previous state. If you are on skill iteration 3,
selecting this option would take you to the state in skill iteration 2. Please be aware that the last
skill iteration and the related episodes will be deleted and cannot be recovered afterwards.

5.5.3. Camera Realignment
You must realign the camera to the initial position if the camera has been moved or disturbed to
ensure that the skill continues to execute correctly and that new recordings have the same visual
reference to the robot. This advanced setting allows to align the camera back to the initial position
when the skill was created.
-

Tap the ellipsis menu on the right side of the respective skill line as shown below.
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-

Select ‘Realign Camera’.

-

Make sure the right tool/end effector is attached.

-

Select a reference image from the previous episode and adjust the camera position and focus to
bring it as close as possible to the reference image. Even slight pixel deviations can have an
immense impact on the quality of the skill so make sure to do the adjustment as accurately as
possible.

-

The camera view and the reference image will alternatively flash on the screen to help you bring
the camera as close as possible to the original position. The frequency of image flashing can be
adjusted to your comfortable level using the slider.

-

Tap on ‘Done’ once you have adjusted the camera alignment and return to the home screen.
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5.5.4. Set a new Reference Position
‘Set reference position’ allows you to define a reference position, different from the one you set
during skill creation.
-

Tap the ellipsis menu on the right side of the respective skill line as shown below.
Guide the robot to the desired position and tap ‘Save Position’. This is the position the
robot can be moved back to when starting to record new episodes or test skills. Then
tap on ‘Save Position’.

5.5.5. Skill Details
-

Tap on ‘About skill’ to view the following details about the skills you have created:
-

Skill type: the type of skill you chose during skill creation. This could be either motion
skill or positioning skill.
Last skill update: the date when the latest skill was updated.
Total number of trained episodes: the total number of successful episodes for all
combined skill iterations
Skill-ID: unique identifier for a skill
Gain and exposure values that were set during skill creation
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5.5.6. Deleting Skills
-

To delete a skill, select ‘Delete Skill’. Note that once a skill is deleted, it cannot be recovered.
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6. Settings and Service Support
6.1. Network Configuration
This section contains system internal settings and further information regarding the MIRAI system.
-

Enter the Settings menu on the main menu (top left corner), by selecting Settings.

-

The components and the devices need to be connected in the same subnet. In the Robot network
settings section, enter the IP address of the robot that you are using to train MIRAI skills.
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-

When the IP address of the robot has been entered, the first three IP digit-fields are automatically
updated for the MIRAI controller and the F/T sensor(s). Assign the remaining field accordingly.
Make sure that your connected F/T sensor is also in the right subnet and has the right IP address.

-

Review your settings and then tap on ‘Apply Settings’. Tap on ‘Yes, apply’ to confirm the settings.
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In case IT security requires the use of a proxy server, use these settings to connect the MIRAI
controller to the internet. Select ‘Manual proxy configuration’, and then enter the address and the
port in the indicated format. Please ensure that the proxy server settings are correct as otherwise
MIRAI will not connect to the internet resulting in connection error messages.
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6.2. Service Support
The service support section is relevant when our support team asks you to activate remote access.
-

On the main menu (top left corner), select ‘Service Support’.

6.2.1. Enabling Remote Access
-

The first section, ‘Grant remote access’, enables the MIRAI customer support team to access your
controller for troubleshooting. Enable this feature only when asked by our support staff.

-

Once the connection is successfully established, a blue bar appears on the top end of the screen
to indicate that the remote access is active. A successful connection is indicated by the ‘Under
remote access’ status bar. You can continue using the app while being connected to remote
access.
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To disconnect, select ‘Disconnect from remote access’ in the same screen. Note that you have to
turn the connection off manually, remote access would usually not be automatically terminated
by the MIRAI customer support team.
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6.2.2. Enabling remote monitoring
-

If a MIRAI skill does not execute properly after transferring it to the native controller (PolyScope
for UR robots), remote monitoring enables the MI customer support team to investigate this skill
execution. Enable this feature only when asked by our support staff.

-

To enable the remote monitoring:
-

-

Step 1. Tap on the “Allow remote monitoring” button.
Step 2. Run the program on the native controller and wait until the end of the skill execution
Step 3. Connect the MIRAI box to the internet (Skip this step if you are already connected.)
Step 4. Wait for the “Upload in progress” sign to turn green on the MIRAI Training app

Step 5. You may disconnect from the internet
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Remote monitoring turns off automatically after 4 hours without further action needed from your
side. Alternatively, you can disable it by tapping on the “Disconnect from remote monitoring”
button.

6.2.3. Updating Software
This section describes the steps needed to successfully update the software version of the MIRAI
controller. Please get in touch with Micropsi Industries service team to get the latest software release
for the update.
Please use a USB drive and format it with FAT32 (ideally 16GB and larger), and preferably use
two separate USB drives, first for creating a backup of your skills, and the second for the
software update process.
Before you proceed to update the software, please create a backup of the current skills.
To proceed with the software update, download the software file from the link sent to you from
the Micropsi Industries service team.
Copy the software file onto your (second) USB drive.
Turn on the MIRAI controller and wait for the second beep, signaling that the system is ready.
In the Robot Training app, tap ‘Update’, under the Software update section in Service Support (left
menu). Under certain circumstances an internet connection is required for the update process.
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-

Step 1: Insert the USB stick with the update file into the USB port of your box. Make sure the
software update file is placed in the root directory of the USB. Tap ‘Next’.

-

Step 2: It is highly recommended that you create a backup of your skills. The backup will be saved
on the USB drive you have plugged in the MIRAI controller box. Tap on ‘Create backup’. Tap ‘Next’.
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Step 3: Please enable remote access during the software update process. This is a recommended
step so that in case something goes wrong, our support team is able to intervene. Please ensure
that your network firewall allows remote access (see the image on the right below for settings).
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-

Step 4: Tap on ‘Start the update’ to proceed with the software update process Once the software
is successfully updated, the following message is displayed.

-

Step 5: IMPORTANT: Please uninstall the current MIRAI Training App on your tablet before
reinstalling the latest MIRAI Training App from the MIRAI controller.
To install the updated MIRAI Training App, start the internet browser of the tablet and go to
http://mirai:6543/mint/apk. Click to confirm downloading the MIRAI Training App installation file
‘mint.apk’. After downloading, tap on the file in the Android file browser to install the app. In case
of a security message requesting permission to install the apk, grant the request.

-

Note: You might also need to download the latest MIRAI URCap file. If applicable and required, the
URCap file would also be provided in a downloadable link in the email.
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After the software update, the Training App also needs to be updated. Tap on ‘Download MIRAI
Training App’ to install the latest version.
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6.2.4. Uploading Log Files
-

The log files are required in case of first level troubleshooting. Tap the button if this is requested
by your distribution partners or the Micropsi Industries customer support team. The file will be
uploaded onto the secure premises in our cloud.

6.2.5. Software Version
-

The version number of the MIRAI software and the training app are listed under ‘Software
Version’. This information can be relevant in case of software updates and when reaching out to
Micropsi Industries customer support.
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6.2.6. Language Settings
-

Click on the language dropdown menu to choose your preferred language setting. You can now
choose between English and German.
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6.3. Backup and Restore
6.3.1. Creating a Backup of MIRAI Skills
-

To create a backup of your existing MIRAI skills, on the main menu (top left corner) select
‘Backup’.

-

Insert a USB stick (minimum 16GB) into one of the USB ports located on the MIRAI controller.
Enter a name for the backup file and then select ‘Create backup’.
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This process will take a few minutes. Do not switch off the MIRAI controller or the tablet during
this process. Also refrain from removing the USB stick as long as the backup is ongoing. Once the
backup is successfully created, the message below will be displayed. Tap on ‘Done’.
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6.3.2. Restoring MIRAI Skills into the MIRAI Controller
-

This feature allows you to restore the saved skills back to on the MIRAI controller. Note: This
process will replace the current skills with the state of the backup and with that delete all
changes done since the last backup. Please make sure to back up your skills again after a MIRAI
software update.

-

To restore a backup of skills, insert a USB stick into one of the USB ports located on the MIRAI
controller. From the main menu, select ‘Backup’, and then select the ‘Restore Backup’ tab.

-

From the displayed list of backups, tap on ‘Restore’ for restoring the relevant backup.

-

Once the process is complete, the MIRAI controller will reboot after which the restored skills will
be seen on the main screen. Note: Do not switch off the MIRAI controller or the tablet during this
process. Also refrain from removing the USB stick until the restore is successfully completed.
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7. Using MIRAI Skills with UR PolyScope
7.1. Implementing MIRAI Calls into PolyScope Programs
To visualize the use of the MIRAI URCap plugin, following a series of steps to implement a MIRAI skill
call within a sample program in PolyScope. The screens represent the CB3 series (PolyScope version
3.x). The steps for the e-Series are explained in the next section (PolyScope version 5.x and higher).
-

After turning on the UR robot, the start screen of the PolyScope appears.

-

Click on ‘Program Robot’.

-

Select ‘Empty Program’ to start writing a new PolyScope program or select ‘Load Program’ to
open a stored program.
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-

To include a MIRAI call node while writing and teaching a PolyScope robot program, select the
‘Structure’ tab from the main editor section. The ‘Program Structure Editor’ window appears.

-

Select the ‘URCaps’ tab in the main section.

-

Preloading a MIRAI skill improves the initialization time of the subsequent “Execute MIRAI” node.
Tap on the ‘Preload MIRAI Skill’ button. Tapping on the ‘MIRAI Skill’ button will insert a MIRAI node
in the PolyScope program tree without preloading it.

-

Tap on the ‘Preload MIRAI Skill’ button. Select the required skill and click ‘Preload skill’.
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-

Select ‘Execute MIRAI’ from the left panel. From the ‘List of available skills’, select the skill to be
executed and tap on ‘Execute skill’. The Robot Program node icon in the robot program tree
should change from yellow to green.

-

The MIRAI node is now configured and ready to use.

In case of connection problems or when a MIRAI node is not active after loading the PolyScope program
(the icon of the Robot program node in the program tree is yellow and not green).
In case of a connection issue, see ‘section 1.6.3’ in Chapter 1 on URCaps plugin installation.
In case of a skill execution issue, see ‘section 6.2.2’ in Chapter 6 on remote monitoring.

7.2. Implementing MIRAI Calls into PolyScope Programs (e-Series)
To implement MIRAI calls into an e-Series PolyScope:
-

Go to the ‘Program’ tab in the UR Programming environment.
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-

From the left panel at the bottom, select ‘URCaps’.

-

Select ‘Preload MIRAI Skill’ from the left panel.
A list of available skills will be displayed. Select the required skill, and then click on ‘Preload skill’.

-

Select ‘Execute MIRAI’ to run a skill. Select a skill and then click on ‘Execute skill’ to run that skill.

In case of a skill execution issue, see ‘section 6.2.2’ in Chapter 6 on remote monitoring.
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8. Appendix
8.1. Configuring the OnRobot Compute Box
-

Set the DIP Switch 3 to ON (Enable Fixed IP).

-

Power on the compute box, wait 30 seconds.

-

Set your PC’s Ethernet network to use DHCP.

-

Connect to the compute box via Ethernet to your PC.
The PC should get an automatically assigned IP from the compute box in the range of 192.168.1.*

-

Open your web browser and type: http://192.168.1.1.

-

An administration page opens. Select compute box.

-

Go to the configuration tab.

-

Set the DIP Switch 3 to OFF (Disable Fixed IP)

-

You should see this image now:

-

Set the Network Mode to “Static IP”.

-

Set the IP address to 192.168.100.15.

-

Press “Save”.

-

Restart the compute box by turning it off and on again.

Steps to verify:
-

This time configure the network adapter of your PC to a static IP, e.g., 192.168.100.155, Subnet
Mask 255.255.255.0.

-

Disconnect the Ethernet connection to the Compute box and connect it again.

-

Open in a web browser and type: http://192.168.100.15

-

You should be fine when you are able to see the configuration page of the sensor again.
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8.2. Configuring the ATI Sensors
-

Connect to the ethernet cable coming from the FT sensor or Net F/T Box to your computer’s
ethernet connection.

-

Power the sensor ON and wait 30 seconds.

-

Open your web browser and type: http://192.168.1.1 to reach the ATI Net F/T homepage.

-

Set the IP to Static IP to 192.168.100.20 (for Universal Robots)

-

Apply and reboot the sensor.

8.3. Shutting down the MIRAI controller remotely
It is recommended to shut down the MIRAI controller via the button or remotely before disconnecting
power from the controller. This ensures integrity & longevity of the controller. For scenariois where
you have deeply integrated the MIRAI controller into your hardware, so that the power button is not
physically accessible, we allow shutting down the controller over ethernet, e.g. from a PLC.
The MIRAI controller can be shut down through a remote procedure call (RPC) protocol encoded in
XML and JSON using a cURL-X POST command. This is done via an unauthenticated HTTP route.:
http://mirai:6543/skills/shutdown_mirai . Replace ‚mirai‘ with the controller's IP-Address or
hostname.
An example call could look like this:
curl -X POST http:// 192.168.100.5:6543/skills/xmlrpc -d '<?xml version="1.0"?>
<methodCall><methodName>shutdown_mirai</methodName><params></params>
</methodCall>' -H 'Content-Type:text/xml'
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8.4. Polyscope Functions and Variables
The following end state values can also be configured in the Robot program in Polyscope. This would
allow you to understand which end state caused the skill to stop.
(Please see Chapter 5.2 ‘Setting End State Parameters’ for setting the end state values in the MIRAI
Training App)
Functions
last_done_probability

last_force

last_velocity

Variable
mirai_endstate_x

Description
This variable represents the confidence threshold value for visual end
state. Visual end state is a setting that allows MIRAI to determine when
the skill has ended.
The value of force measured at the tool center point (end effector).
Exceeding (above or below) this threshold value indicates that the end
state is reached.
The speed threshold value, which indicates that the successful end state
is reached when the movement at the tool center point is above or below
a certain threshold.
A variable for each program node, where x refers to the program node.
Every variable contains an integer representing what terminated that
node. The integers could be one of the following:
0 – none
1 – speed-based threshold
2 – force-based threshold
3 – visual end state
4 – timeout
5 – position-based end states
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8.5. Best Practices for Setting up and Applying Variances to Training Episodes
8.5.1. Motion Skill: Guidelines for Setting Up and Recording Episodes
To achieve good results (a MIRAI skill that is effective and robust in handling dynamic changes and
variances within the setup), it is important to pay attention to how to train the robot and capture this
through the camera(s) across various recordings. Following is an overview of guidelines for
demonstrating and recording episodes:
-

Every motion and action that is required to solve the task has to be seen in each recorded
episode.

-

When training motions, the tool (on the TCP) and the manipulated object should be visible at all
times in the recordings.

-

The series of recorded episodes should cover all possible variances that can happen in the
working environment and, therefore, will affect the automation setup and the task during
operation. Furthermore, below is a list of the most relevant sources of variances (2.x).

-

All episodes that the user rates as good in MIRAI Training App will be uploaded into the ‘Micropsi
Industries cloud training server’ and will be used to calculate the MIRAI skill.

-

To achieve effective trajectories (fast, shortest path possible), movements and trajectories
demonstrated in the episodes should represent these trajectories. The MIRAI skill will reflect the
trajectories that will be recorded.

-

Generally, more ‘useful’ training episodes will lead to a more stable and versatile MIRAI skill if the
rules mentioned here are followed. The minimum number of episodes required to derive a MIRAI
skill highly depends on the task at hand. As a general rule, at least between 150 and 200 episodes
are required to calculate an initially working MIRAI skill.

It is helpful to imagine that everything the systems ‘sees’, i.e., captured in the recorded episodes and
rated to be used, will impact the trained behavior, for the better or the worse.
Following are a few examples of actions that when captured in episodes, can lead to a skill with less
desired properties:
-

Adding random motions and actions that are not related to the task

-

Adding pauses or wait points (it is currently not possible to train pauses in a skill; however, this
can be done by adding wait points with the teach pendant)

-

Recording trajectories that are non-optimal (including unnecessary pathways) or that vary highly
from one recording to the other (in case there is no reason for doing so)

-

The Tool Center Point and the manipulated object are leaving and reentering the scene of the
camera section while recording an episode
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8.5.2. Sources of Variances
In order to receive a robust skill that deals with the variances in the setup and the task, it is required
to capture these variances (ideally including their border cases) across the training episodes.
Following some sources of variances that are often encountered in automation tasks:
-

Variations in the starting and end points of trajectories or target objects in the task or
manipulation of the working part

-

Changing background or moving objects in the background; only relevant if the background is
visible in the recorded episodes

-

Color or/and shapes of the working parts

-

Changes in lighting conditions, e.g., changing daylight, etc. Direct exposure to sunlight will likely
have a negative impact on the robustness of the skill and should be avoided if possible.

-

Imprecisions and variations in gripping positions at the TCP

8.5.3. Using Internal End-state Recognition and Other Triggers
Currently, there are two main ways to identify when a skill has successfully finished a task: a) MIRAI
internal smart end state recognition, triggered through a user defined threshold (position, time, force,
position), later through a learned visual trigger, and b) external trigger.
Besides the end state feature, when executing a skill, the system runs an internal timer. In case a
successful end state could not be achieved within a limited timeframe (currently 30s), the skill will
stop execution and give control back to the UR host system.
8.5.4. Motion Skill: Limitations of Trainable Actions
Currently, there are certain product or technology-based limitations in what the MIRAI system can be
trained for. The most relevant limitations are:
-

Pausing movements, including wait-points

-

Similar to the last point, a skill cannot be trained to end or stop and therefore requires an internal
or external end-state condition.

-

Intersecting trajectories in the same skill, e.g., back and forth motions along the same pathway

-

Performing rotations of the TCP (angular changes around one or more axis). This feature will be
available in one of the next MIRAI releases.

-

Generating trained forces or a conventional force-based control loop. Currently, this still needs to
be performed outside of MIRAI control. A force-based control loop to perform force sensitive
manipulation tasks within MIRAI will be available soon.

-

Sequences of actions should not be longer than 30 seconds, as the recording of episodes is
currently limited to 30 seconds.
Covering large sequences of highly complex actions. There could be an inherent limit of the number and
the complexity of movements that can be recorded and trained into one single episode. In this case, it is
advised to split actions into separate skills where possible.
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8.5.5. Guiding the Robot
Some general best practices for recording good and smooth episodes:
-

For guiding, hold the robot below the force/torque sensor, ideally keeping any appendages out of
the camera frame. Hold it as closely as possible to the F/T sensor, so the sensor experiences
mostly displacement forces, as opposed to (rotational) torques. This ensures that even tiny
motions of the tip of our tool/gripper are caused by a motion of the robot's wrist, as opposed to
the inherent bendiness of the tool and sensor.

-

Pick a consistent strategy and stick to it: Never show two different routes to reach the same goal
(after all, the system can't decide which of two ways of doing it is the best, nor can it pick one at
random - it will try and fail to create a middle way). The easiest 'consistent strategy' is to always
go the shortest path from start to goal, wherever possible.

-

Move with consistent speed: it will pick up any speed changes ('first move quickly, then slowly'),
but no pauses.

-

Be ready to press the 'Stop recording' button the moment the task is done; do not wait.

8.5.6. Robustness
-

Covering the task space (including all task/use-case specific configurations to be solved;

8.6. Further Components for the MIRAI Setup (Compatibility and
Recommendations)
8.6.1. Technical Specifications and Compatibility with UR Versions
MIRAI software requires certain robot OS versions of the UR robots. For the UR e-Series, the
minimum software version should be 5.7.0, and for the UR CB3 series, the minimum software version
should be 3.9.0.
This is because more registers are now available for the MIRAI controller with the above-mentioned
UR versions (previous versions had only 24 registers, whereas the later versions support 48
registers. The registers used to write are all the registers between input_double_register_24 and
input_double_register_30. Following registers are used to read: actual_TCP_speed, actual_q, target_q
and robot_status_bits
The MIRAI controller coexists with Profinet. Other fieldbus standards will be verified in the future.
8.6.2. Android Tablets Supporting MIRAI Training Application
Following the recommended minimum configuration for Android based tablets/mobile end
devices to run MIRAI Training App. Tablets with different configurations will likely still be able to
run MIRAI Training App; however, functionality and performance might not be optimal.
-

Android 6.0 (Marshmallow) or higher; the app will likely run on older Android versions;
however, these are not all tested fully against the app.
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-

Recommended min. processor configuration: quad core (ARM Cortex-A53 and higher), 1.6GHz; the
app will run also with less powerful processors; however this might show slower reaction time of
the app and the user interface

-

Recommended are 3GB or more

-

10” screen size is recommended as standard; 8” screen size is supported but not used
extensively

-

HD screens resolution (1200x800); recommend are FHD screens (1920x1080)

-

Wi-Fi 802.11b/g/n; 802.11a/ac recommended

In case a new tablet is purchased to be used with MIRAI Training App, following a list of few
tablet models that are tested and used rather extensively, internally within projects. However,
tablets that generally fulfill the requirements just stated should be able to run MIRAI Training
App equally well from a technical perspective.
-

Lenovo Yoga Tab 3 Plus (10.1” display, 3GB RAM, 32GB eMMC, Wi-Fi, Android 6.0+)

-

Lenovo Tab4 10 Plus (10.1” display, 3GB RAM, 16GB eMMC, Wi-Fi, Android 7.0+)

-

Lenovo Tab M10 (10.3” display, 4GB RAM, 64GB eMMC, Wi-Fi, Android 9.0+)

-

Samsung Galaxy Tab S2 (9.7” display, 3GB RAM, 32GB eMMC, Wi-Fi, Android 6.0+)

-

Samsung Galaxy Tab A 10.1 (10.1” display, 2GB RAM, 32GB eMMC, Wi-Fi, Android 7.0+)

This list will be extended over time.
8.6.3. Supported UR Robots
UR CB3 series:
-

UR 3

-

UR 5

-

UR 10

UR e-Series:
-

UR 3e

-

UR 5e

-

UR 10e

-

UR 16e (experimental)
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8.7. List of Acronyms
DHCP

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol

F/T sensor

Force/Torque sensor

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

TCP

Tool Centre Point

UR

Universal Robots

UR 3, 5, 10, 16

Universal Robot CB3 Series models, with 3kg, 5kg, 10kg and 16kg payload

UR e-Series

New Universal Robot e-Series Cobot models, with 5kg, 10kg and 16kg
payload
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8.8. Document Version Details
Document
Version
1.7

Software
Version
4.6.0

Date

Additions

03.08.20

1.8

4.7.0

25.08.20

1.9
1.10

4.8.1
4.10.0

22.09.20
11.11.20

1.11

4.11.0

17.12.2020

2.0

5.0.0

25.02.2021

2.1

5.2.0

20.04.2021

2.2

6.0.0

07.06.2021

2.3
2.4
2.5

6.1.0
6.2.0
8.0.0

14.06.2021
01.09.2021
04.04.2022

2.6

8.1.0

05.05.2022

Chapter 1 ATI sensor is now compatible
Chapter 3.1 any one rotation axis can be now enabled
Chapter 3.1 TCP displacement around TCP frame
Chapter 3.2 Tool Configuration
Chapter 3.3 guiding sensitivity feature added
Chapter 5.2.2 Software update
Chapter 4 comparing the last 2 iterations
Chapter 4.5 Camera Realignment
Chapter 3.1 TCP displacement and orientation
Chapter 3.1 radian - degrees conversions – TCP displacement
Chapter 3.2 images updated – Tool Configuration
Chapter 4.4 Additional information in the About skill box
Chapter 5.2.2 text updated – Software update
Chapter 7.2 Polyscope Functions and Variables (updated)
Chapter 3.1 new robots supported - Type of Robots
Chapter 3.3 images updated – Training Loop
Chapter 3.4 Reviewing Episodes
Chapter 3.5 MIRAI Cloud Training – new minimum
requirements
Chapter 4.4 Features for Skill Management – images updated
Chapter 4.4.4 Episode Overview
Revised document structure
Chapter 2.2 Choosing your MIRAI Skill Type
Chapter 2.4 Recording Positioning Skills
Chapter 4.1 Training a Positioning Skill
Chapter 4.5 Adding Tags or Text Labels for Episodes
Chapter 4.6 Reviewing and Rerating Episodes
Chapter 5.4.4 Episodes Overview
Chapter 8.2 Configuring the ATI Sensors
Chapter 1.5.1 Configurable IP settings
Chapter 6.2.2 Updating Software Update version check
Chapter 3.1 Multiple-rotations for positioning skills
Chapter 5.2 Position-based end state configuration
Chapter 6.2 Software update & Language settings
Chapter 4 & 5 UI Changes (Updated Images of the App)
Chapter 5. 4 Force Response (New section)
Chapter 5.1 End state feedback in the App
Chapter 5.5.4 Set a new Reference Position
Chapter 6.2.2 Enabling remote monitoring
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8.9. Certificates and Declarations – MIRAI Controller
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